HOUSEWIFE VS. STAR IS A JOB

by Barbara Hale

* Brring-Brring-Brring! Our alarm clock rings persistently at five or never later than seven A.M. every morning. Even though I don't open my eyes immediately, I can visualize Bill half asleep reaching out to turn off the alarm. Yawning, he'll shake his tousled head and gallantly mumble something about, "Mmm-mm-you go ahead and sleep. I'll get up and get things going."

These are the times when we are both home for the day. We've learned, however, that to indulge in one extra hour of sleep is a luxury we can't afford. It is a race against time. to keep up with the hundred and one urgent demands and needs of a family. At our house, there's gardening, there's year-old Bill pulling himself up to the side of his bed ready to be bathed and fed, and four-year-old Jody struggling with teeth brushing and hair brushing in her excitement to complete her toilette and run out to play.

After the beds are made, the breakfast dishes washed and placed back in the cupboards and the house tidied, I usually snatch a couple of minutes to quickly scan the mail before marketing. Sometimes when there's a marked copy of a film magazine showing Barbara Hale draped on a satin lounge in a glamorous breath-taking negligee, it takes my breath away. I laugh when I contrast the cotton blouse and peasant skirt I'm wearing and wonder how Barbara Hale in the picture can possibly be me.

Getting my coat out of my closet, I appraise my own Wardrobe--a few good things appropriate for many occasions--but I'm also aware of such a lack of alluring movie star negligees. Even if I had one I don't think it would be quite appropriate to sweep into the kitchen in twenty. yards of pleated pink chiffon caught with a rhinestone belt, to prepare bacon and tomato sandwiches for Jody and her little playmates hungry from play. Or to stop and mop up an overturned bowl of milk for the kitten.

For even if I had all of the clothes I wear in pictures, where would I find room for them--gowns with yards and yards of satin, lace and furs--in our little house. True, it seemed very large and pretentious five years ago with its two bedrooms plus a den. But today, we're converting the den into another bedroom. Each child, we've discovered, needs a room of its own.

I'm a lucky housewife and mother, I tell myself. Many young mothers go to movies to get the thrill of seeing glamour and beautiful clothes and to get a change of scene from babies bottles, diapers, house cleaning and cooking. Me, however, my magic life is locked up at Columbia Studios. There I can wear beautiful clothes designed by Jean Louis--at least during my working day. Or, that's what I often said at home when I was wearing maternity gowns last year while awaiting Billy. Three months after his birth, I was set for the lead opposite Bob Cummings in "The First Time." And, to my surprise, I was put right back into maternity clothes for the role. Bob's wife. had just had a new baby too--and he took one look at me the first day of the picture and grinned, "Seems you girls prefer that style!"

But don't misunderstand me. This is the life. When Bill and I were married we realized it wouldn't be all smooth, and while like any young couple we have faced disappointments and problems, I can honestly say that I not only love being Mrs. Bill Williams but I am married to the most amazing guy I've ever seen. He is not only a wonderful husband, an understanding father and a good actor, but his talents extend to make Bill a completely reliable "Mr. Fix It" about the house. He has all of the answers to any problems from stopped-up plumbing to broken windows. He not only put in the sprinkling system, but when I'm working and he is between pictures, he proves a capable chef. There I sound like any wife--bragging a little about her man.

With all of the glamour in movie making, Hollywood is much the same as  any homey community where marriage and raising children and making a home is the essential scheme of life. But for those whose careers come first, the home and the marriage usually go.

Up until now it seemed that when I was working, Bill wasn't, and vice versa. One of us was always home to take care of the running of the house. However, with Bill now making so many pictures plus T.V., we discovered that we were asking too much of my mother who has always been glad to baby sit. So we've hired a housekeeper. At first, this worried me until I found I had a kind, sympathetic and perfectly reliable woman trustworthy of the care of our two. More important, she didn't try to push Bill or me out of our roles of Daddy and Mommy when we are home.

The other night a very chic newspaper woman from the East came to interview us. Since she had never married nor had children, it must have seemed strange to her that I had to shove Jody's playthings out of her way before she could walk in the front door. Billy was having his dinner, and what with the interruptions from the household, our interview was, to say the least, disjointed. But I do remember she was interested in the way Bill and I met and I found myself going back a few years to the day we left Hollywood to be married in my home town. It was a lovely wedding with all the trimmings. And then, as it sometimes happens in Hollywood, we hit a slump. Bill didn't work for seventeen months. We had bought a house and we were expecting a baby. The divan in our front room was one of the first pieces of furniture we bought. We paid ten dollars for it and learned by experience that you can't very well re-upholster divans unless you're an expert--handling springs, cotton and tacks and wire which we had all over the place. Somehow, we always intend to change that divan, but we don't. Bill says we're just plain sentimental.

Good fortune favored us when we least expected it. I was given a role in "Jolson Sings Again," Bill went back to work. But although things continued to be better, we remember the lean days and I think they made our marriage more solid. Perhaps those days changed us, too, for the better. 

It was quite an experience to go through. One day you are a rising  new player at a major studio. The red carpet's out for you. The publicity, the interviews, the calls, the invitations, the mails--then suddenly that day is over. You're no different. You're the same person. There's just no picture for you. There's nothing you can do but weather it out. And after the bad times are over you find you are not quite the same. You have learned to put your faith in things more stable than financial success.

Above all, I'm Bill's wife--I'm Mama to my children--and we hope to continue as two good people helping in a business that affords both educational and entertainment value, to feel that we are doing something worth while. One can't do it alone. One needs the help and criticism of youngsters and oldsters and we appreciate hearing from those who have suggestions.

We've made it--five years of marriage in this crazy town--and while we don't make big declarations, in our hearts we know it is forever. Five happy years and now we're trying for ten!



